With the increasing deployment of ATM, application oriented QoS measures become more and more important. In order to investigate relationships between QoS measures on different protocol layers, end system models describing these layers have to be developed. In this paper, a case study for the modelling of a multi-media application comprising video and audio components is presented. The model covers ATM, AAL, and application layer processes. For the application level, a stochastic process describing distribution and correlation of video frame sizes is proposed. Different simplifications of the rather complicated compound model are discussed and assessed w.r.t. correlation structure and behaviour in traffic control functions. Furthermore, the detailed model is used to investigate relationships between loss measures on ATM, AAL and video frame level.
INTRODUCTION
ATM based broadband ISDN have to support a variety of traffic classes in an integrated framework allowing a flexible and efficient usage of network resources. A very important application class including e.g. real-time multi-media applications is characterized by traffic streams depending both on bounded transfer delays and certain transmission guarantees. For this type of traffic, only open-loop traffic control strategies can be applied. Both ITU-T (ITU-T 1996) and ATM Forum (ATM Forum 1996) have foreseen service classes to support delay-sensitive CBR and VBR traffic. The most important traffic control functions associated to these classes are usage parameter control UPC and connection admission control CAC. From a user's point of view, two main questions are related to these control functions: How does the ATM layer QoS ensured by CAC functions map onto application layer, userrelated QoS measures? Which UPC parameters are appropriate for the application, i.e. which bandwidth and buffer resources have to be reserved in the network? Only if both questions can be answered satisfactory, a trade-off between connection price and user-perceived QoS can be found. Of course it is not possible to perform an indepth analysis for each particular application possibly transmitted over ATM. Instead it is necessary to derive guidelines as general as possible. As a starting point, however, real applications have to be considered. As part of the ACTS project EXPERT (ACTS 1996) , the addressed interactions between traffic control functions and applications are considered by means of user trials and theoretical investigations. The application model described and assessed in this paper is based on traffic measurements carried out in the EXPERT test bed in Basel. It covers the most important protocol layers in a typical computer based multi-media application.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes background and general operation of the investigated multi-media application. Section 3 establishes the complete source model and derives different simplifications. In section 4, the stochastic process modelling the video frame generation is developed. Section 5 investigates the correlation properties of the proposed models and evaluates the ability to reflect cell loss ratios in a peak rate shaper and a policing function. The most detailed source model is used in section 6 to examine relationships between loss measures on ATM, AAL and video frame level. Section 7 draws conclusions from the presented study.
GENERAL OPERATION OF THE APPLICATION
The considered multi-media application ISABEL (Quemeda et al 1996) is based on standard UNIX workstations with ATM adapter cards. It comprises video and audio components. The video part applies a Motion JPEG codec board, for the audio part a constant frame rate is transmitted. The normal UNIX network protocol stack is used to hide network specific details. In order to fulfill the real-time requirements of a dialog-oriented application, UDP had to be chosen as transport layer protocol. Due to the given ATM adapter card, IP frames are transmitted via AAL type 5. It has to be noted, that the generated ATM cells cannot be transmitted over low-cost service classes like UBR (ATM Forum 1996) . Instead, the service classes CBR or VBR-rt have to be used. Only these classes can provide both delay and loss commitments necessary for a proper operation.
The multi-media workstations have been used mainly for two purposes. First, the traffic characteristics generated during a session of approximately 12 minutes have Exact and Simplified Simulation Models 3 been stored in a trace file. The trace contains interarrival times of all cells sent by one party, together with AAL end-of-frame marks. Thus, it was possible to derive AAL frame boundaries. Additional heuristics and some knowledge about the internal operation of ISABEL even allowed to derive video and audio frame boundaries from the trace. Secondly, the traffic generated by one end system has been policed with a police function unit realizing a leaky bucket algorithm. In section 5, results from these experiments and corresponding simulation runs are compared.
UDP itself cannot give any delay guarantees. Thus, the only way to adapt the overall transmission delay to the application's requirements consists in optimizing the segmentation process inside of the application. ISABEL subdivides the audio bit stream of 256 kbit/s (16 kHz sampling frequency, 16 bits per sample) into packets of L A = 1600 bytes each. Taking into account the protocol overhead of UDP/IP and AAL, an AAL frame consisting of N A = 3 5 cells is generated every T A = 5 0 ms by the audio stream. Given the appropriate hardware and software, video images should experience the same overall delay as audio signals. Hence, it is possible to perform additional segmentation of the video bit stream. ISABEL segments the video stream into parts of L V = 4096 bytes each which are preceded by a header of 28 bytes during UDP/IP processing. This eventually leads to N V = 8 7 cells per AAL frame, except for the last frame of a video image which will be shorter in most cases. The modelling of video image sizes is described in detail in section 4.
EXACT AND SIMPLIFIED SIMULATION MODELS
Based on the implementation details given in the last section, a simulation model has been developed which tries to cover all processes as exactly as possible (figure 1). Since all sub-streams of the multi-media application are transmitted using one The source model of figure 1 is relatively complex. This leads to memory and time consuming simulation models, and an analytical treatment becomes almost impossible. Therefore, simplified source models have been derived. As a first step, the synchronized stochastic state machine is replaced by a discrete frame length distribution derived from the measurement trace, see figure 2. This reduces the complexity remarkably, but it has disadvantages, too. During a video scene, the sizes of successive frames are similar. By using only the frame length distribution, the correlation between these sizes is lost. The model is referred to as H-FRLEN (histogram of video frame lengths). The models SSM-FRLEN and H-FRLEN cover the traffic behaviour on video and AAL frame level. A further reduction of complexity can be achieved if the video frame level is skipped entirely. In figure 3 , the video part is modeled directly on ATM level. Hence, the multiplexing of video and audio traffic streams is shifted to the ATM level. The video frames are generated by an ON-OFF process with deterministic number of 87 cells per ON state and geometrically distributed duration of the OFF period (model designated by ON(D)-OFF). During the ON period, cells are
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5 sent back to back. The very regular structure of the interarrival times for AAL and video frames is completely lost. In the video part of the last model, all knowledge about the operation of higher layers is removed, see figure 4. The model is only based on the interarrival time distribution on cell level. The IAT distribution is directly derived from a measured trace where the audio part of the application has been turned off. The model is referred to as H-IAT (histogram of interarrival times on cell level).
STATE MACHINE FOR GENERATION OF VIDEO IMAGE SIZES
A number of contributions dealing with the modelling of MPEG and Motion-JPEG streams is already available, e.g. (Melamed et al 1994 , Rose 1995 . The approach adopted here resembles the scheme proposed in (Rose 1995 As starting point, the distribution of video image sizes in cells has been derived from the measurement trace. This distribution is depicted in figure 5 . Although the exact results do highly depend on the actual video scenes during a session, the general behaviour has been found to be typical also for other video sequences. A superposition of weighted Normal distributions is appropriate to fit the overall image size distribution. The number of distributions has been determined by a "best guess", followed by a fitting procedure and an assessment of the compound distribution using a Chi-square test. Table 1 contains the results obtained from the fitting to the distribution given by figure 5. The number N = 7 of Normal distributions corresponds to the 6 obvious peaks of the distribution, complemented by an underlying distribution with relatively high standard deviation (state number 1). In order to construct the state machine, it is first necessary to associate each possible image size to one of the N states. Given an image size of X cells, state number i is chosen, if the measure Z i = X , i = i w i becomes minimal for this state. For the ith distribution, i , i , and w i designate the mean value, the standard deviation, and the weight, respectively. Application of this criterion translates the list of consecutive video sizes derived from the measured trace into a list of consecutive video state numbers. From this sequence, conditioned relative frequencies p ij of changing to state j, provided that the current state is i, can be derived. The evaluation of the transition matrix Q = p ij of the stochastic automaton revealed a special property. Except for state 1, the probabilities for changing to other states than the current one, or to state 1, vanish. Thus, state 1 can be interpreted as transition state between all other states. Once being on a certain level of activity, the correlation between subsequent image sizes remains high. A change of the video scene causes a transition to state 1 from where, in turn, the next level of activity is reached. Equation 1 gives the actual values derived from the trace. The matrix structure seems interesting for solving the problem analytically (Wuyts et al 1997) . 
To summarize, video image sizes are generated as follows. With each request, a random number according to the normal distribution of the current state is drawn.
Then, the current state is changed applying transition matrix Q. The random number drawn in the first step is returned.
EVALUATION OF MODEL PERFORMANCE
In this section, the traffic source models described in sections 3 and 4 are compared with respect to their influence on the performance of subsequent ATM networks. This is done by evaluating the autocorrelation functions of the traffic streams. Furthermore, the CLR in a peak rate shaper and the acceptance region of a leaky bucket policing function are compared. Different results available in the literature (Takine et al 1993 , Grünenfelder et al 1994 show that the correlation structure of a traffic stream strongly influences the performance of network elements like statistical multiplexers. The autocorrelation function of the counting process therefore is an important descriptor of the characteristics of a traffic stream. The counting process is constructed by subdividing the time axis into intervals of width w and determining the number of cell arrivals per interval. The autocorrelation function ACF then is defined by ACFl = covx i ; x i,l =varx i , where x i is the number of cell arrivals in the i -th interval of width w. In the following lw is referred to as lag. By changing w the dependencies in different time scales can be observed.
In figure 6 , the ACF for w = 10 slots is given. For the measured trace a nearly linear behaviour for lag = 0 to lag = 135 can be observed. This is due to the regular size of 87 cells per AAL frame stemming from the video part. The multi-media end system was attached to the measurement setup via a 100 Mbit/s TAXI interface. As a next step of model assessment, the CLR in a peak rate shaper has been investigated. Normally, the user will choose the parameters in such a way that shaper buffer overflows do not occur. In order to better evaluate the models, the rather hard requirement of zero loss has been relaxed. Shaping and further below policing have been used to assess the models, since only the characteristics of one single traffic stream influence the system performance. As has been outlined in (Baumann et al 1996) , the results for multiplexing are far less sensitive against small changes of traffic characteristics.
The traffic streams produced by the different models and the trace have been fed into the shaper which is depicted in principle in figure 8 . The CLR has been measured for a varying shaping rate. The CLR for a buffer size of 100 cells is shown in figure 9 . The results of H-IAT and ON(D)-OFF are not satisfactory. The streams produced by SSM-FRLEN and H-FRLEN, however, cause nearly the same CLR as the trace. For this small buffer size the different modelling of the application layer and therefore the different properties w.r.t. large time scales seem to be less important. This behaviour changes, if larger shaper buffers are used. Figure 10 shows the CLR for a buffer size of 1000 cells. As in the case of smaller buffers, H-IAT and ON(D)-OFF overestimate the CLR. But for this buffer size H-FRLEN underestimates the CLR while the curve for SSM-FRLEN is relatively exact. This demonstrates that the correct modelling of application layer processes with their long-time memories becomes more important with increasing buffer sizes. Finally, the influence of leaky bucket policing on the application has been examined. Subjective tests showed that the considered multi-media application can accept a CLR of up to 10 ,4 . Again, it should be noted that a policing function normally is dimensioned with a target of no loss. The free parameters of a leaky bucket are increment I, and limit L (ATM Forum 1996). The SCR (sustainable cell rate) then is S CR= 1 =I, the burst factor BF follows with BF= L=I. Figure 11 shows the acceptance region for policing, if the allowed CLR is 10 ,4 . The values produced by the different models are compared to measurement results obtained with a policing unit available in the EXPERT testbed in Basel (EXPERT 1997). The curves for H-IAT and ON(D)-OFF extremely differ from the measurement results. If these models would be used to estimate the values necessary for traffic contract negotiation, then this eventually would lead to higher costs for the user. SSM-FRLEN and H-FRLEN can provide a good estimation of the acceptance region. The difference between these models is small. This again confirms that long range correlation properties are less important for the investigation of systems with rather short system memories.
MULTIPLEXING EXPERIMENTS
The source model has been used to investigate relationships between QoS measures on ATM, AAL, and application level. In order to avoid a superposition of too many effects, only the video part of the detailed model has been applied. Thus, the source model comprises the upper half of the structure depicted in figure 1 . On ATM level, the CLR is considered. An AAL frame is lost, if at least one corresponding cell is dropped by the ATM network. This is described by the frame loss ratio (FLR). If the ratio of FLR and CLR is smaller than the mean number of cells per frame, then cell losses tend to "clump". On application level, the ratio of corrupted and emitted video frames is considered. With ISABEL, a video frame received only partially does not lead to the loss of the entire picture. Nevertheless, the resulting QoS degradation always is perceivable. Therefore, the term video frame loss ratio (VFLR) is used to describe the subjective QoS on application level. The traffic of the reference source is shaped by a peak rate shaper which ensures a peak cell rate of B peak (unit: Mbit/s). The first experiment considers ratios between CLR, FLR, and VFLR, if the buffer size of the multiplexer is changed. The question to be answered was, whether higher-layer loss ratios improve with the same speed as the CLR. In table 2, all parameters of the configuration are collected. The total traffic load in the multiplexer and the load generated by the background traffic are designated by T o t and BG , respectively. The traffic load of the reference traffic stream evaluates to 9:2 10 ,3 . Figure 13 shows the known fact, that the logarithm of the CLR decreases linearly with the buffer size (note the CLR scaled up by 10 4 ).
A comparison between the ratio FLR/CLR and the mean number of cells per AAL frame reveals that an AAL frame loss normally is caused by more than one cell loss. The ratio FLR/CLR only falls slightly with falling CLR. This indicates, that the degree of cell loss clumping does not increase substantially with falling absolute CLR. Compared to the results e.g. in (Blondia et al 1991) , this is somewhat surprising. Often it has been observed that the probability of losing successive cells increases with decreasing absolute loss probability. The ratio VFLR/FLR which describes the clumping of AAL frame losses, also is only slightly dependent from the absolute CLR. Here, the ratio VFLR/FLR is almost equal to or even higher than the mean number of AAL frames per video frame. The loss process is slightly modulated by the foreground traffic. Therefore losses of foreground cells mostly occur during long video frames. The almost constant ratio VFLR/CLR confirms that all loss ratios improve nearly in the same extent. For a second experiment, the buffer size of the multiplexer has been fixed to 1000 cells. As grade of freedom, the characteristics of the background traffic have been altered by varying the burst lengths. In parallel, the silence durations have been adapted in such a way, that the resulting CLR remained constant at approximately 10 ,4 . The number of background sources again was 20. Table 3 shows the traffic parameters, traffic loads and measured CLR. In figure 14 , the results of this experiment are depicted. Again, the clumping of AAL frame losses is more or less independent from the traffic characteristics. The slightly falling ratio FLR/CLR indicates that cell loss clumping increases, if the traffic becomes more "unfriendly" for statistical multiplexing. Here, increasing burst lengths reduced the possible system utilisation (see table 3 ). This general tendency is confirmed by the last experiment. The multiplexer buffer size has been set to 1000 cells, and the background traffic characteristics are Figure 15 shows a CLR rising together with the peak bit rate of the foreground traffic. The ratio FLR/CLR, however, becomes more friendly for the application, if the shaping is performed at a rate not too close to the mean bit rate. This may be explained as follows. Suppose constant lengths and distances of overload periods in the multiplexer. Then the probability that a frame can be transmitted without hitting a lossy period, is higher for frames with shorter duration. Eventually a better subjective QoS is achieved (note the VFLR scaled up by 10 4 in figure 15 ), since the mapping between AAL and video frame loss ratio again stays more or less constant.
To summarize, an improvement of the CLR is directly translated into better loss measures on AAL and application level. The clumping of both cell and AAL frame losses is remarkably independent from i) the absolute CLR value, ii) background traffic characteristics, and iii) buffer sizes. Corrupted application layer frames usually are only subject to at most one AAL frame loss. The ratio VFLR / FLR thus approaches the mean number of AAL frames per application layer frame. The ratio FLR / CLR normally is lower than the mean number of cells per AAL frame.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, results of a case study concerned with the modelling of a multi-media application have been presented. The crucial video traffic stream model covers interarrival times and sizes of video frames, AAL frames, and cells. The autocorrelation properties of the cell counting process therefore are reflected with good accuracy. Comparisons between traffic experiments and simulations with policing and shaping devices turned out, that correlation properties in the time scale of tens of seconds are less critical, if systems with realistic buffer sizes shall be investigated. Nevertheless, the UDP/IP and AAL segmentation processes should be modelled with high accuracy. Using the most accurate traffic model, relations between loss measures on ATM, IP frame, and video frame level have been investigated. The results indicate that these relations are remarkably independent from ATM background traffic characteristics and system buffer sizes.
